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Motivation
• Today’s machine learning accomplishes numerous challenging tasks
• Specialists
• Learn one task in one environment from scratch

• Take long to master new tasks!



Motivation
• Humans are generalists that learn and adapt quickly
• We’re able to 

• Learn new skills
• Adapt to new environment
• Recognize new objects

• In a few shots



Motivation
• With past experiences and prior knowledges, we figure out how to 

learn more efficiently
• Meta-learning: learning to learn
• How do we equip a ML model with such capability?
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How does meta-learning work? 
An example



How does meta-learning work? 
An example

Can replace image classification with regression, skill learning, language generation and etc.



Problem setup | Meta Learning



Comparison to supervised learning



Prior works
• Learning an update function or update rule 

• LSTM optimizer (Learning to learn by gradient descent by gradient descent)
• Meta LSTM optimizer (Optimization as a model for few-shot learning) 

• Few shot (or meta) learning for specific tasks 
• Generative modeling (Neural Statistician) 
• Image classification (Matching Net., Prototypical Net.) 
• Reinforcement learning (Benchmarking deep reinforcement learning for 

continuous control)

• Memory-augmented model
• Learning an RNN that ingests experience



MAML | Overview
• Model-agnostic

• Compatible with any model trained with gradient descent

• General
• Applicable to a variety of different learning problems, including 

classification, regression, and reinforcement learning.

• Optimization-based
• An explicit optimization procedure is embedded



MAML | Intuition
• Some internal representations are more transferrable than others.
• Desired model parameter set is θ such that: 
• Applying one (or a small # of) gradient step to θ on a new task will 

produce optimal behavior
• Find θ that commonly decreases loss of each task after adaptation.



MAML | Objective



MAML | Algorithm 



MAML | Second-order gradient



MAML | Second-order gradient



Experiments
• Supervised regression
• Supervised classification
• Reinforcement Learning



Few-shot regression



Few-shot regression



Few-shot regression



Few-shot regression



Few-shot regression



MAML only requires 1 gradient step



Performance of meta model



Few-shot classification



Few-shot classification
MAML outperforms methods that are specially designed for this task



Reinforcement learning



Reinforcement learning



Reinforcement learning



Conclusion
1. MAML is a meta learning technique that reuses past experiences to 

achieve fast adaptation on new tasks.
2. It’s simple, model-agnostic, and generally applicable to many tasks 

such as classification, regression and RL.

3. It can be viewed from:
1. Feature learning standpoint: building an internal representation that is 

broadly suitable for many tasks
2. Dynamical system standpoint: Maximizing the sensitivity of loss function 

with respect to the parameters.



Discussion
• Multi-task Learning vs Meta Learning.

• Why don’t we learn a single set of weights that are applicable to many tasks?

• Assumption of Meta Learning.
• Meta Learning assumes the tasks during training and test are drawn from the 

same distribution.  But in reality, it’s inevitable that we encounter tasks that 
are out-of-distribution. In this case, is MAML still going to work?

• Continuous setting
• MAML assumes access to an offline training dataset
• What if the training data come in sequentially?
• How to fight against catastrophic forgetting?


